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LEADERS
RESHAPING
NEW YORK

CHANGE IS CONSTANT IN NEW YORK, but the city is in the
midst of what might be an unprecedented leadership shift.
From Wall Street to the arts to real estate, people who
have been fixtures for decades are giving way to a new
group. Our New Influentials are people who have risen to
power in recent years and are now in positions that allow
them to have a significant impact on New Yorkers’ lives.
In some cases, the new leaders have emerged as the
result of a generational shift. In others, they have been
thrust into top jobs by the economy or the transformative
nature of the technology many businesses are adopting.
Many of the 25 leaders named in the following pages as
New Influentials rose to their positions during flush times.
They now face one of New York’s most disruptive crises
ever, a storm on Wall Street that is likely to bring on a
recession and that may permanently change the city’s
economy.

Financial whiz turns to science
avid Shaw showed
Wall Street the
power of
mathematics. By
DAVID SHAW
using complex
57
algorithms on tiny stock
Chief executive
market anomalies, he built
and chief
one of the country’s oldest
scientist
D.E. Shaw & and largest hedge funds, a
Co. and D.E. giant with 1,500 employees
in 12 offices in North
Shaw
America, Europe and Asia.
Research
But Mr. Shaw’s most

D

important contribution may lie in the future.
The famously publicity-shy doctor of
computer science has withdrawn from worldly
affairs to try to find a cure for cancer.
Forty of the world’s top scientists work for
Mr. Shaw in his midtown office. Current
projects include developing a supercomputer,
Anton, to allow scientists to observe structural
changes in proteins. Another project,
Desmond, offers a computer code for
pharmaceuticals that will be free for
universities and nonprofits.
The look and feel of both D.E. Shaw

companies resemble academia more than Wall
Street. Employees’ shambolic attitude belies
the gravity of their work. The companies are
so committed to finding the best and brightest
that they employ 100 people in human
resources.
Quants are watching Mr. Shaw’s work.
“Finance is not a pure form of science—truth
is not that important,” says Ernest Chan, a
quantitative trading consultant who worked
at Morgan Stanley. “Computational
biochemistry research can be more
fascinating and complex.” — JOYCE HANSON

This reprint is provided for the reader's information only and does not constitute investment advice or convey an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any
securities or other financial products. Furthermore, the D. E. Shaw group does not endorse any information, beliefs, and/or opinions discussed in this article and
makes no representation as to their accuracy or adequacy. Please note also the date of the article as the information contained in it has not been updated for any information that may have changed.
Past performance should not be considered indicative of future performance. No assurances can be given that any aims, assumptions, expectations, and/or goals
described in this article will be realized or that the activities described in the article did or will continue at all or in the same manner as they were conducted during
the period covered by the article.
Please visit www.deshaw.com for current and additional information about the D. E. Shaw group.
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